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A charismatic visionary and transformational teacher offers a bold brand-new look at spiritual awareness
providing the various tools needed to live a existence truly inspired by like for a whole new generation.Kute
Blackson originates from a long type of spiritual leaders and works with folks from all walks of lifestyle,
offering his personal uniquely powerful process to transform lives from the inside away. His inspirational
and life-changing YouTube movies, seminars, and conferences are known throughout the world, but it’s his
trademark transformation experiences that sets him aside. The intensive one-on-one and one-of-a-kind
transformational mom of all trips is a 14-day, 24/7 journey into the heart of India where in fact the client—
Are.works together with Blackson until he discovers what he hasn’t yet found. Whether it’s regarding
forgiveness, confronting inner demons, letting go of self-hatred or the scars of the past, those hard-earned,
sweat-proof lessons Blackson instills in his customers are right here, in this reserve, You WILL BE THE
One.without regrets. You Are The One can be a reflection of Blackson’ For you to definitely save you? If
so, you’re not by yourself. But it’ You. Your parents gained’t rescue you. No one’t carry you. Your friends
won’re already here. Understand why? Because you’ All you are seeking is at you already.s approaching.s
not likely to happen.armed with nothing but a backpack, a change of clothes, and a journal— The. ONE. Just
what exactly are you waiting for?s unique and distinctive thoughts, teachings, tales, and poetic inspirations
to help you gain access to your true power and live boldly and completely in the world— You don't need to
pack your hand bags or renew your passport.
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 It's basically amazing. His positivity and energy seems to flow out of those movies and leaves you feel
motivated, even more hopeful, and relatively transformed. I highly recommend this book to anyone who's
daring plenty of to look into the mirror and observe their true self I cried a few times.” Personal discovery
and purpose are for everyone! Everything about this publication invites me in to return back and re-read
certain chapters again as a reminder. His suicide ruined me. He is the creator of the unique “Liberation
Encounter” where he travels with an individual customer across India for a fortnight, and the books shares
some of the life-changing stories. Must read This book was the start of many huge shifts that have taken
place in my life toward self realization! I value this modelling and I am influenced to accomplish more great
work – back to the book. It addresses forgiveness and love, and how to rethink your potential. I wanted
answers. I was so angry at him, but then as I was sobbing in my own bed one night time I felt incredible
pressure on my upper body. I couldn't breathe, my throat got so restricted as I was suffocating, I realized the
solution was there all along. He opened up me to like, he offered me the greatest yet the most painful present
a father could share with his daughter. He offered me.. I've by no means felt freer and even more curegeous
than ever before. Give it a go Eye starting through beautiful relatable stories Inspiring book and a
straightforward read. This reserve is a center awakener. It helped me observe how I possess hindered my
very own growth by sense therefore small and insignificant. Just I am new in my reading of it.Me
personally, the love I felt for him left me crying in agony. As I'm composing this review tears are rolling
down my encounter. I'm so grateful. . One. It demonstrated in his eye, less in words, but all in actions. I'm
blessed! Thank you, Thank you, Thank you!A. This is perfect. As somebody who has been on the personal
development path for several years now, I was moved by the stories, appreciated his publication and essence
behind his message. Kute pulls you in with true to life examples and shows you there is a way that's a lot
more grand, if you choose it. Blackson wastes no phrases in this book I actually’ve been a fan of Kute
Blackson for a while. This book could just be the one I've followed Kute Blackson for a few years now and
always loved his design and delivery, which book was no different. Hurry up and purchase this book. Loved
to read books since I was a little female, but a major life crisis shifted me in reading self help books to help
me with the discomfort. Destined to presume his father’s pulpit in London never to having more than
enough for a loaf of loaf of bread in LA, California, Kute shows us what transformation looks like through
his very own trip, sprinkled with riveting accounts of his clients’ wake up occasions facilitated by Kute in
the classroom of existence.Yes. Blackson has done it – he has poured himself the same way he does for his
videos. From one coach to some other, I celebrate this capability, this authenticity, and this success..To
begin with, the reserve is titled You. Are. The. One. not You WILL BE THE One. That’s Blackson for you
personally. Original. ONE. Be patient as you go with him on this trip and by the finish of the reserve, you’d
obtain his message loud and apparent – You are the one (or at least I hope you do)!Released in 2016, You.
Are. The. I love the cover of this book, I really like the smell of this book.: A Bold Experience to find
Purpose, Discovering the true You, and Loving Fully has eight chapters with a main story in each. This is a
reserve that I feel I could read every year and take something brand-new from it every time - and I just
might. In subsequent chapters, he shared his personal tale of how he remaining his destined career, moved to
L.Greta Bauza Yes! Five Stars best Inspiring publication ever many thanks. He didn't leave an email or
anything to help me realize why?Blackson wastes zero words in this publication. Each word contributes to
the story, which in turn illuminates the message behind the reserve. It came at the perfect time. I would
recommend this publication to anybody who is seeking the reason and meaning of life. This Book Is Life
Changing. This is one of the best books I've ever read. It explains to forget about the conditioning you've
been through and really become yourself.Heart awakener This is my first book review in fact it is not just a
5 star kind of book for me personally, it's a billion star universe sort of book. YOU. If you're searching for
your daily life purpose there is a reason you're scanning this review. Get this reserve, embrace each lesson
rather than look back. Truly insightful This book speaks to your soul in case you are willing to listen. What a



beautifully written and incredibly insightful reserve. I was daddy's young lady, he was my world, my
everything. Beautiful stories. I loved this composing! Kute talks about individuals he has taken to India on
his Liberation Knowledge and uses their experiences to support what he is stating and explaining, using
gentle repetition within each chapter to place his point across - and it works. Kute seems like the type of
man i want in my own circle. I don't remember last time I cried so loud and with my body. Leaves you
feeling inspired to become a better person and more offering to yourself an others. Solidifies that we can
make the most with what we already have. I’m so happy I bought this book It’s a straightforward read and
it is best for the soul. The pain I felt remaining me in depression, anxiousness. Super thankful for Kute
Blackson for sharing his story and inspiring us on the way Choice over Destiny There is no new information
in this book. It helped me see a blessing in a tragedy. So how exactly does the saying go, “When the pupil is
usually ready the instructor appears,” therefore it really is with “old” details. I was prepared for something
here in a new method for me. Kute Blackson is an capable storyteller and the energy of this publication’s
message rides on its stories. Can a book – his first publication – achieve what a video can? His invitation to
observe ourselves as all we have to become all that’s possible is repeated atlanta divorce attorneys single
story and on every page. Each chapter focuses on a different element, from loving/accepting yourself and
existence, realising just how much power you possess and how you are able to break through conditioning,
and that in fact you are unlimited. Everything in it really is an expression of the divine. All over the place
you walk can be holy surface.” “Know that you have within you everything you look for. Everything the
globe needs. . . I love this book, I really like the author. I can't say enough good things about this reserve.
ARE. THE. However, not original for the sake of position out. The unconditional love I sensed from him, I
cannot even describe it. This publication helps remind me of what is important in life! This book is quite
inspiring and helps people to remember who they are not what society has turned them into ! Personally i
think that other people will be the most important section of life which book made me recognize that again!
I loved the publication so much that i read it in 3 days and gave it to someone else immediately. and found
his own path. He is a charismatic teacher, loudspeaker, and entrepreneur – not to mention good-looking and
enchanting. He delivers his message in a clear, succinct, direct way. “All of existence is certainly a gigantic
temple.. Each topic organically flows in one chapter to the next, each helping the last. They will have
finished it and cherished it as well. I came across it eye-beginning, inspirational and uplifting. In the
prologue, Blackson wrote about conference the richest man on the planet. This is via someone who doesn't
frequently re-reads books. This book might just be the one! ;-) I really like this reserve, and would
recommend it to anyone searching for a fresh perspective on how to approach existence and get more from
it, or a brand-new approach to healing themselves. Allow this book to change your life! From the movies of
him I’ve watched, he’s constantly energetic, animated and inspirational. Permit the words light like fire
before your eyes when you examine it. You will never be the same.
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